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［３］Using the mode selector buttons
● The mode selector buttons on the bottom of the main body let you 
switch between color modes. There are 2 color modes available: 
Warm, which reproduces the color and brightness and brightness of 
a traditional incandescent light bulb with variable color temperature 
of 1900 to 2300 K; and Original, 
which can change brightness while 
maintaining a fixed color tempera-
ture of 2400 K.

［４］Operation using the ON/OFF dimmer button
● While the dimming level can be changed with the dimming touch 
sensor, it can also be changed with either of the ON/OFF dimmer 
buttons on the bottom of the main body. As the button is pressed 
once, the dimming level changes sequentially.

［５］If water gets on the dimmer touch sensor
● If the product is used outdoors or in a 
bathroom, it will become inoperable if 
water gets on the dimming touch sensor. 
(The light goes out as soon as water is 
detected and then goes on again automatically 

at the previous intensity.) If this happens, 
operate the product using the 
ON/OFF dimmer button on the bottom of the main 
body. Once any moisture has dried off, the dimmer 
touch sensor will be usable again.

● The glass shade and aluminum base are not waterproof. If any 
liquid gets on the product, wipe it off. You can use the lamp again 
when it is completely dry.

● The charger stand and AC adapter are not waterproof. Make sure 
they don’t get wet. If the main body gets wet, wipe off any moisture. 
Make sure it is completely dry before placing it on the charger stand.

To turn off the light immediately without going through the 
adjustment sequence, press and hold the touch sensor (for 1 
second). When the light is turned off this way, the light will come 
on at the same intensity the next time you press the touch sensor 
(Last Mode Memory function).    

Mode selector buttons and
ON/OFF dimmer buttons

Standard LED dimming range

2000K 3000K 4000K 5000K 6000K

Color temperature of general indoor lighting*

2000K 2500K

Sunny Side Up LED dimming color range
（1900K～2300K）

* A characteristic of visible light that represents the color of the light and is measured in 
degrees of Kelvin (K). The higher the color temperature, the cooler the light.
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